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Punishment in the point of view of educators in 

education. 
 

Subject – 
 
Education is an effective operation in the development of the 

physical;social;mental and emotional capacities of the person;it is an 
operation that marches the mental and moral way of thinking and it 
is improved by many upbringing foundation such as the family; the 
school… 

So;school is an effective foundation in the individuals 
development after family; and the educator is the main doer of that 
development; he is the main responsible about preparing the 
generations; and as a conclusion of many unsuitable duties from the 
educators;the educator became unable to face these incorrect duties 
and understand them what pushed it to use the severe punishment as 
a tool to control the behaviour ; the punishment in the schools 
environment is a very important subject in the domain of education 
;and it also had known  so many different opinions from 
educators;therefore;the punishment is a social /educational 
phenomenon that the humanity had known since ever and one of the 
main events that caused a controversy in education s domain in 
Islamic and foreign history and theres a diversity between 
supporters and objectors to this case . 
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